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Steve Hackett, Boulder Theater, April 4, 2016. 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

Progressive rock fans jumped to their feet and cheered before revered guitarist and composer Steve 

Hackett had played even one note last night when he brought his current tour to the Boulder Theater 

for a rare area appearance. And everything just got better from there. 

Atmospheric. Bombastic. Dramatic. Edgy. Pretty. Wistful. Funny. Jawdropping. It was all there in a two 

and a half hour show that featured solo stuff from Hackett's new album, "Wolflight," as well as his 

classic debut solo album, "Voyage of the Acolyte."  

But knowing what fans want most of all, Hackett also devoted the entire second half of the show to 

choice slices of prime Genesis material including "Lamb Lies Down on Broadway," "Cinema Show" and 

"Musical Box." My favorite Genesis album was "Foxtrot" and I was rewarded last night with two tunes 

from that album including the dynamic "Get Em Out By Friday." Awesome. 

Hacket is an inventive guitarist with a broad stylistic palette and the show at the Boulder Theater 

showcased his willingness to go light, then dig deep, make tones ring out and hang in the air with 

sustain, then peal off licks like a maniac machine- in other words, just keep things moving. But Hackett 

was just part of the larger unit that made this show lift off. 

The backbone of the operation seemed to be keyboardist Roger King, who kept the arrangements tightly 

anchored while doing some filling in of his own that at times was indistinguishable from Hackett's guitar 

work. Also at times, King and saxophonist Rob Townshend closely blended their efforts to create strong 

and dynamic backing while the rest of the band did their thing.  

That included drummer Gary O'Toole, who not only created thunder behind the kit, but also added 

plenty of the savory vocal harmonies that mark Hackett's solo work. Roine Stolt roiled on bass and the 

crew was joined by vocalist Nad Sylvan, who channeled Peter Gabriel's vocals on the Genesis stuff like it 

was in his DNA. 

Both sets ended with tremendous climaxes that had the calculated effect- it brought the progressive 

rocks fans back to their feet again and again. There was nothing stale or weak about this band and 

Hackett's show was a triumph for a genre that is long past its prime as far as the bigger culture is 

concerned, but still has plenty of teeth. 


